Gangs Menu
The "Gangs" pull-down menu is found on the menu bar located at the top of the main Flying Faders screen.
TO COALESCE GROUPS:

1. Select Coalesce Groups from the Gangs menu.
2. Select the desired Group masters from the Masters box.
3. Select the data to be Coalesced from the Coalesce Channel Data box.
4. Select the Coalesce command button and a new Mix/Pass will be created, containing the new information.
5. A notice box will appear, informing you of the new Mix/Pass that was created.

SUSPEND GROUPS

This command allows you to temporarily disable all Groups. This is most useful when you need to Trim a Group master without Trimming that master's slaves.

TO SUSPEND GROUPS:

1. Select Suspend Groups from the Gangs menu. A notice box will appear, informing you that Groups have been suspended. A check will also appear in front of the Suspend menu listing.
2. Make desired adjustments to the fader levels.
3. Select Suspend Groups from the Gangs menu once again. A notice box will appear, informing you that Groups have been enabled.

Note.............. Groups may also be Suspended from the Trim Faders dialog box. Refer to Chapter 5, “Trim Faders”, for more information.
CLEAR SELECTED GROUPS

This dialog box allows to clear selected groups. This is especially useful when you have phantom faders that are group masters, because there is no way to remove groups from these faders using the GROUP button on the console.

TO CLEAR GROUPS:

1. Select the masters of the groups you wish to be cleared.

2. Press OK.

Only the groups whose masters are selected are cleared. Any submasters, if they are not selected, are not cleared.

IMPORTANT... Removing groups ONLY removes the group. This means that the removed masters moves will no longer be written to its slaves (because it will have no slaves). If you wish to remove the group AND also write the moves of the master to the slaves, do a GROUP COALESCE.

CLEAR SELECTED LINKS

This dialog box allows you to clear selected Links. This is especially useful when you have phantom faders that members of links, because there is no way to remove these faders from links using the LINK button on the console.

TO CLEAR LINKS:

1. Select the links that you wish to be cleared by selecting a channel in those links. Only channels that are members of links will appear in the list box.

2. Press OK.

IMPORTANT... Selecting a channel from the list box will remove the ENTIRE link that the channel is a member of. For example, if channels 1, 2, 3, and 4 are linked, and you select channel 1 and press OK, then the entire link is removed. In other words, even though only channel 1 was selected, channels 2, 3, and 4 are also unlinked.
Alternatively, selecting Match on individual faders, or the Global Master, will drop the respective faders out of Master Touch and Match those faders to the play/pass position.

TO OPERATE MASTER TOUCH

To Select Faders/Mutes for Master Touch

1. Select Shift+Other until Master Touch is selected on the main screen.

2. Press Other and select faders/mutes to be engaged by Master Touch by pressing their respective Record buttons.

Global Master Record/Mute buttons will select all faders/mutes for Touch Record.

WARNING: If more than 48 channels are selected for Touch Record simultaneously, a system overload may occur.

Momentary

The Toggle switch positioned at the top of the Global Master module is the Master Record button.

Pressing this switch before or after automation is running will simultaneously switch all faders/mutes that have been previously selected into Record.

When automation is stopped these faders/mutes will automatically drop out of Record and return to their original states.

Latch

Pressing Shift + the Master Record button simultaneously will Latch the Master Record button on and will switch all faders/mutes that have been previously selected into Record.

When automation is stopped, these faders/mutes will remain in Touch.

Pressing the Record button again will unlatch the Master Record button and the selected faders/mutes will return to their original states.
SELECT FADERS FOR MULTI SOLO

This menu command is a quick way to set the system into Set Multi Solo Banks mode, allowing you to select which faders will participate in Multi Solo. See Chapter 2 for more information about Multi-Man Solo.

TO SELECT FADERS FOR MULTI SOLO

1. Select Faders For Multi Solo from the Gangs menu.

2. Use the Select buttons on the faders to set up the Multi Solo Banks. (See the description of Solo Mode in Chapter 2)

3. Press OK on the dialog box, or press OTHER on the Global Master to close the dialog box.

CLEAR MULTI SOLO BANKS

This command allows you to delete all the Multi Solo Banks in use.

TO CLEAR MULTI SOLO BANKS

1. Select Clear Multi Solo Banks from the Gangs Menu.

2. A dialog box will appear asking you to verify your request.

3. Selecting OK will clear the Multi Solo banks from memory.